James Maury Henson (September 24, 1936 – May 16, 1990) was an American puppeteer, animator, cartoonist, actor, inventor, composer, filmmaker and screenwriter, who achieved worldwide notice as the creator of The Muppets (1955–present) and Fraggle Rock (1983–1987); and as the director of The Dark Crystal (1982) and Labyrinth (1986). He was born in Greenville, Mississippi, and raised in Leland, Mississippi, and University Park, Maryland. Get books you want. Jim Henson. 4.07·10,238 Ratings. Follow Author.

“Learning never exhausts the mind.” — Leonardo da Vinci. Authors’ Books. A collection of wise and witty quotes from and inspired by Jim Henson similar in format to The World According to Mister Rogers. “When I was young, it was my ambition to be one of the people who made a difference in this world. My hope is to leave the wo. Labyrinth: A Novel Based on the Jim Henson Film. by A.C.H. Smith Â· Terry Jones Â· Jim Henson. 1985. In June 1965, 28-year-old Jim Henson started a written log of his activities in what became known as The Red Book. He noted what had happened up until that point (deemed Ancient History) and then recorded anything that he felt was worth recording as single line journal entries until the end of 1988. Selected curated entries courtesy of The Jim Henson Company Archives. Category Archives: Productions.

Older posts. 6/7/1965 – ‘The Life and Times of The Muppets As documented by Jim Henson and begun this 7th day of June, in the year of our Lord 1965.’ In June 1965, 28-year-old Jim Henson started a written log of his activities in what became known as The Red Book. He noted down what had happened up until that point (deemed Ancient History) and then recorded anything that he felt was worth recording as single line journal entries until the end of 1988. Selected curated entries courtesy of The Jim Henson Company Archives. Category Archives: Productions. Older posts. 1/21/1981 – ‘Begin parachute sequence.’